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WELCOME

Hello McKay Photography Tour Participants!
This tour packet serves as your reference for your upcoming photography expedition! It is FILLED with
information for you. Covering photographic gear recommendations, travel and packing tips as
well as any practical information you may need to know for this photo tour.
Over the past few months you should have received emails with flight suggestions, itinerary updates and
various essential information.
Between the tour packet, and email updates, it is our goal to keep you as well informed as possible. As
always, please don’t hesitate to ask our team questions (although we may refer you back to the tour
packet if that information has already been covered). We do recommend downloading this packet to your
smartphone or tablet for easy access during the tour.
Please keep in mind that this tour is an ADVENTURE. This tour is also very unique in how we will go
about day to day! Although we do have an itinerary planned, you are coming with us to adventure,
photograph, learn and have an experience!
We like to keep things flexible to ensure the best possible photographic
experience. This may mean changing plans last minute to catch the best light, weather, etc. That is part
of the fun and experience with us!
Touring in areas such as this is subject to continual changes and adjustments, necessitated by
conditions or other unforeseen circumstances. Our team, is committed to providing the best experience
possible, and may need to adjust the intended itinerary in order to do this.
This might be done without any advance announcement to clients. You will soon come to learn that
our favorite word during these trips is “flexibility". Some of the most incredible images come from
adventuring and just "experiencing" what is happening, without being too locked into a set time frame.
Our goal is to make this an enjoyable photographic adventure unlike any other available. To make this
happen, please be flexible and enjoy! WE ASK FOR NO NEGATIVE MOODS!
Please feel free to email us at hello@mckaylive.com if you have any questions or need any help. We are
here to serve and we strive to provide experiences and photographic education that is truly exceptional
and unlike anywhere else in the world. - The MPA team
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MCKAY MOTTO
&
CREED

Photography - Travel - Friendship and Adventure!

The 4 key ingredients to each MPA tour are: Photography - Travel - Friendship - and Adventure! It is our
sincere hope that all 4 of these are fulfilled.
Our clients, as many of you are doing on this trip, return again and again. We are always trying to
improve the experience. Please know we will be there with you working hand in hand on this adventure!
Below are some travel tips to help you in preparation for this incredible experience we are all about to
embark on together.

The McKay Creed

• We hold our core ingredients Photography, Travel, Friendship, Adventure as first and foremost in all
we do. Understanding that all are of equal important components and importance to the way we do
business and to what we desire our clients to experience.
• We do what we do because we enjoy it, are passionate about it, and want our clients as well as
ourselves to have an incredible experience with every tour. We will place our client's photographic
needs first and foremost on every tour.
• We will be giving and generous in who we are and what we do with each other, with our clients, and
our travel partners. We will always give it everything we have!
• We recognize we cannot make everyone “happy”. We will work hard to see that every client has an
incredible experience, but we also understand that it is impossible that everyone will always be
happy. We understand everyone is unique and we may or may not be the best fit for some. With
that, we will always strive to be the best at what we do for all clients!
• We will be true to ourselves, with each other, and our clients. We will strive to be authentic and
honest in our words and deeds. This will allow us to continue to be passionate about what we do and
give us the ability to give 100% of who we are individually and as a team, to each other and our
clients without holding back for fear of saying or doing the “wrong” thing.
• We will speak up about what we feel and think. This includes even if it means a client may disagree
because we value integrity each other,,other clients, the planet, and our overall client experience
more than anything.
• We value truth, equality, diversity and justice for all people of all backgrounds and belief systems.
Nothing less will be tolerated.
• We value the world in which we live and the environment. We recognize how we are a part of it as
well as how we can help be a voice of change.
• We will not be silent when we hear or see someone treating us, others, or the world that we live in
with disrespect.
• We are a team! We will always work together to help educate each person on a photography tour to
the best of our abilities. As instructors, we are each unique and carry various abilities and tools
within our education toolbox. We cannot, nor should we be expected to have every answer.
However, we will do all we can to find the answer for our clients and seek help from each other in
doing so.
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MCKAY
INSTRUCTOR/
CLIENT CREED

• At McKay Photography Academy we have crafted our team and tours over many years. We continue to
grow and learn ourselves. We also work to create the best possible environment for our clients we feel
we can offer.
• In order for our team and our clients to get the most out of every photographic tour , we present to you
the MPA Instructor/Client Partnership Creed.
• At MPA , we are a team! We are friends, individual business owners, and professional photographers
with thousands of hours each as our background.
• Individually, and as a team, we continue the pursuit of our own education to always become
better as photographers and educators.
• We consider our relationships with our clients as much more than just client/instructor relationships.
We consider them a partnership where we all bring something
• to the table to help each other grow and learn and see the beautiful world and all that is in it. Through
this, we also hope to bring change and create a better place then where we started. MPA is MUCH
more than just photographic educational tours. It is life experiences!
• We work to help each person on a photography tour to the best of our abilities with all we have to offer.
• As instructors , we are each unique individuals within the team and carry various abilities and tools
within our education “tool box”.
• We cherish that we each have a different way we present the way in which teach. This allows for our
clients to have various thought processes in which to learn.
• We are not here to tell you “our” way, but to hell you learn and start understanding what works best for
you as an individual! To help you find “your” way.
• We cannot nor should we be expected to have every answer to every system or lens on the market.
However, we will do all we can to find the answer for our clients and seek help from each other in doing
so.
• We do not know it all nor do we or others enjoy when people like to be “know it alls”.
• Clients should expect that all MPA instructors will do their very best to help you achieve top notch
photography education . We will pour ourselves into you. We do not take that lightly and we ask you do
the same.
• We are here to serve but not be your servants. We respect our clients and ask that we are respected.
The instructor/client relationship should be one of partnership!
• We will not tolerate aggressive behavior (vocally or physically) towards us , other clients, or those we
partner with.
• To give the best educational experience, we want to work with each client individually and in a group
setting. We will have a small client to instructor ratio on every tour in order to give you what we believe
to be the best photographic educational experience available.
• We understand that we have various people of all types of photographic abilities and personalities on
our tours. We are here for everyone.
• Clients should expect that all tours are a “two way” street where we will ask questions of our clients, but
our clients must ask questions of us as we cannot “read” minds.
• As a partnership , we all must be flexible on a tour. It must be understood that everyday will present
unexpected situations and occurrences. Flexibility and a great attitude are a necessity of both the MPA
instruction team as well4as clients on a tour. This allows for a better educational and overall
environment for all in a tour. 5
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MPA TOUR
TEAM

MEET YOUR TEAM

Instructor - Ally McKay M.Photog.Cr
Instructor - David McKay M.Photog. Cr

Instructor - Steve Scurich M.Photog

Instructor- Toby Gelston
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Day 1:
Welcome to Reykjavík, the capital of Iceland and starting point of our Arctic expedition! At the Keflavik international airport, you will
be greeted by our staff and transferred to the city center. After checking into your hotel, which has been arranged by us and is
included in the price of the itinerary, you will be free to explore this attractive, friendly and quintessentially Nordic city.
For an excellent overview of Iceland’s history and culture, we recommend starting at the superb National Museum and Culture
House. You will also want to visit the iconic Hallgrímskirkja church, Reykjavík’s most famous landmark. For those interested in
natural history, we recommend the Whales of Iceland museum, which houses full-sized models of the 23 species of whale found
around Iceland. For dinner, Reykjavík offers countless options for an authentic Icelandic meal.
Day 2:
After breakfast at your hotel, the morning is yours to enjoy Reykjavík. Take a leisurely stroll through a peaceful garden or a
relaxing soak in a thermal bath. Nature lovers will appreciate the abundant birdlife at Tjörnin, a placid lake in the heart of the city.
You can also take advantage of shopping for souvenirs or some last-minute necessities such as cold-weather gear. Just
remember, you will soon receive your very own parka to keep and waterproof boots to borrow on board the ship.
In the afternoon, you will be transferred to the pier where we will warmly welcome you aboard the deluxe expedition vessel M/V
Sea Spirit. Get settled in your spacious suite and explore the ship that will be your comfortable home during the extraordinary
adventure to come. After getting underway, a full schedule of events kicks off with informative briefings and introductions from your
expedition staff. After the first of many delicious dinners on board, step out onto the open decks to admire the views as we sail
through Faxaflói, where it is possible to encounter our first whales.
Day 3:
As we sail north across the Denmark Strait to East Greenland, we celebrate our crossing of the Arctic Circle. We keep a
continuous lookout for great whales and flocks of seabirds feeding in the productive waters near the sharp rise of Greenland’s
continental shelf. After nightfall, we have our first of many opportunities to see the aurora borealis overhead.
Day 4 – 8;
The itinerary for this part of our voyage focuses on the spectacular fjords, coasts and islands of Scoresby Sund, also known as
Kangertittivaq in the Greenlandic language. This area contains some of the world’s most impressive scenery and Greenland’s best
wildlife viewing. As with any true polar expedition, our exact schedule and route will be shaped by weather and ice. Our
experienced captain and expedition leader will continually adjust plans as conditions and opportunities warrant in this wild and
remote corner of the Arctic.
Scoresby Sund is one of the longest and most visually stunning fjord systems in the world. Almost totally devoid of human
habitation, it is also one of the most pristine natural environments on Earth. In this epic wilderness, the forces of nature have
shaped a landscape of incomparable grandeur. Deep fjords and narrow passages are framed by sheer rock walls up to 2,000
meters high. Colossal icebergs—calved by immense glaciers and sculpted by wind and water into fantastic shapes—drift
throughout the intricate fjord system in striking contrast to sparkling blue waters and polychromatic mountainsides. From verdant
coastal plains to ice-clad peaks all the way to the glaciated heart of Greenland, a trip through Scoresby Sund sets a new standard
for “scenic”.
Our area of exploration includes part of Northeast Greenland National Park, the largest and most northerly national park in the
world. This vast Arctic landscape is a paradise for hikers who appreciate astounding views of untouched tundra wilderness. Across
hillsides emblazoned with autumnal red and yellow, a flash of white reveals the flight of a snowy owl or a startled mountain hare.
Tufts of the finest fleece ensnared in polar willows underfoot point the way to a nearby herd of shaggy musk oxen. You may hear
the crack of horns colliding as bulls engage in fearsome battles of strength. All throughout the waterways of Scoresby Sund, we
are on constant watch for polar bears and other marine mammals, including a variety of seals, walrus and narwhal, which can be
spotted at any time.
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Day 4-8 Cont.
Ancient Thule archeological sites remind us of humankind’s age-old relationship with this austere yet life-sustaining environment.
For a look at how this tradition has been carried forward, we plan to visit the modern Inuit village of Ittoqqortoormiit, the only
permanent settlement in the region and one of the most remote communities in the world. The village boasts a wonderful
museum, a bookstore, handmade crafts for sale, a post office, and an abundance of Greenlandic sled dogs.
In September, near the equinox, day and night are given equal opportunities to astound you. As night falls, the darkening sky
becomes a stage for nature’s greatest celestial performance: the Northern Lights. East Greenland is one of the very best places in
the Arctic to view this otherworldly natural phenomenon. In addition to being at the perfect latitude for strong aurora displays, the
skies above Scoresby Sund are often cleared by katabatic winds rolling down from the nearby Greenland Ice Sheet. Lights
dancing from horizon to horizon are mirrored in calm waters while the silhouettes of gigantic icebergs and serrated mountains add
to the romantic splendor of the experience.
This itinerary offers a deep dive into one of the Arctic’s most scenic and soulful environments. From dawn to dusk and beyond,
your days will be filled with incredible shore excursions, world-class Zodiac cruising, and enough stunning scenery to fill your
camera and overwhelm your emotions. Hikers will live their wilderness dreams and sea kayakers will be rewarded with some of
the finest paddling on the planet.
Day 9:
After our amazing time in Scoresby Sund, we head back across the Denmark Strait toward Iceland. Presentations and workshops
by our expert staff, as well as our range of onboard recreation facilities, ensure that this day at sea is not idly spent. Seabird
viewing and whale sightings can be enjoyed from panoramic open decks and balconies.
Day 10:
Our last full expedition day is spent in the beautiful Vestfirðir (Westfjords) of Iceland. This remote and sparsely populated region
of crenulated coastlines, voluminous waterfalls and rugged mountains sees only 10% of Iceland’s visitors. Deep fjords are home
to whales while estuaries abound with seals and birdlife. Traditional towns like Ísafjörður embody Iceland’s unique blend of rich
cultural heritage and contemporary charm.
Day 11:
After filling up with one last buffet breakfast on board, we bid you a fond farewell in Reykjavík. We provide transfers to Keflavik
international airport or to the city center in case you plan to extend your stay in Iceland.
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Reykjavik Airport
The first rule of flights. Do not use a 3rd party booking site such as Expedia!!
You should be considering airfare. Please note, you are responsible for making sure flight
arrangements are correct and that you arrive NO LATER than September 17th in Reykjavik, Iceland ,
for the tour. The hotel for the night is included and you will be taken to the hotel from the airport. If
you decide to arrive early, that is a great idea as well.
You can leave Reykjavik at any time on the 27th of September, even the early flights if you decide.
Below is what we suggest. We do our best to provide travel details and help, but in the end, please
make sure everything makes sense from your end as we have SO MANY details at the moment going
on.
Dates for Arrival and Departure
Arrival - September 17th (or earlier if you prefer) , you can arrive at any time. Most flights arrive in the
morning which is what I would recommend. Consider a stop at the Blue Lagoon possibly!
Departure - September 27th - Departure - Although you can usually do an early morning departure, I
always recommend a late morning, afternoon or evening just in case there are any hiccups with
anything especially right now.
Keep in mind no one knows what the testing requirements will be then. Probably none to come back.
But currently, you do need a test to come back to the states. There are testing facilities in Iceland and
the Abbott Verified test works great coming back to the States from Iceland.
By then, we hope that testing will not be needed, and based on what we are seeing happening with
countries opening every day right now, that seems to be the direction it is going. PLEASE
UNDERSTAND, we do not have all the Covid answers :) We also do not know what changes will
happen next week let alone 7 months from now. Based on what we are seeing, we think it will be a lot
easier.
Also, keep in mind that you can book your flights but there is a chance that those flights will be
changed at some point itinerary-wise. Flights are changed constantly right now as airlines adjust to
changes happening.
NOTE- David and Ally will be arriving from JFK on Delta flight DL0246 if you would like to be
on the same flight.
ICELAND EXTENSION - For those joining the extension, you will be departing the later afternoon of
October 2nd.
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Travel Insurance REQUIRED BY POSEIDON EXPEDTIONS
YES YOU NEED IT! We are SO EXCITED and are sure you must be as well about your upcoming trip! You are
joining us on this amazing photographic adventure! In our experience leading trips, we have seen a lot of things come
up, and in many cases, LAST MINUTE.
For this reason, it is HIGHLY recommended to have trip insurance. Remember, airfare, hotels, tours, as well as our
policies are non-refundable. Trip insurance can help in the event of any unforeseen legitimate issue before OR during
a trip. You MUST understand the importance of this and why we constantly tell people to get insurance!
Protect yourself~protect your investment.
You would never imagine that you won’t be taking the wonderful trip you are planning! Life happens! There are so
many things that can change before your travel dates that might prevent you from traveling. There are also events
that can change your plans while you are traveling that might require you to alter your trip, return home early or be
delayed due to accident or illness. Lost luggage, lost documents or lost belongs can also hamper your well made
plans!
We are NOT an insurance provider and we can simply refer you to someone that can help you obtain coverage.
There are several trip insurance carriers and it can be confusing to know where to get the best coverage and rates.
For this reason, we are working with Brandon Hughbanks of Travel Insurance Center. Brandon represents most of
the top travel insurance carriers and can help you get the best rate for the options you need based on where you live
as well.
Contact Brandon directly at:
Toll Free: 1-866-979-6753 Ext. 3636 Direct: 402-343-3636 -bhughbanks@travelinsurancecenter.com
We LOVE our tours and we LOVE what we do. In order for them to be the very best available anywhere, we must
clarify once again, McKay Photography Academy polices. In an effort to make sure that as a photography tour
participant, our policies are understood with-out question.
Due to an influx of people contacting us asking us for help, understanding, refunds, credit and more when
something unexpected happens and they are unable to attend, we need to address this once again. This is
written notice that if for ANY REASON you are unable to attend, that we are unable to refund or credit your
trip.
We are being very clear as stated in our policies, contracts, web site, emails and conversations that trip insurance
IS your security for the unexpected. We are not, and cannot be responsible to do much when a choice is
made by someone to not obtain insurance especially considering the amount of time we spend informing
people to obtain it.
EVERY trip there is a situation and we cannot stress enough, PLEASE get insurance. We cannot require it of you,
you have to make the effort to obtain. If something happens and you are unable to attend for a variety of possible
covered reasons, proper trip insurance will help you. IF YOU WERE TO GET HURT ABROAD, YOU DO NOT WANT
TO BE WITHOUT IT! Of course we would never want or expect something like that to happen, but it is best to be
covered and prepared!
Any specific questions about insurance coverage, provisions, claims, etc MUST be answered by your chosen provider
as McKay Photography Academy or any of their team, is unable to do more than give you the facts of our policies and
that we highly recommend trip insurance.
Traveling to the Arctic or Antarctic is a great adventure, but sometimes unexpected illness or injury during the trip
itself may change your plans and require medical evacuation. Emergency medical and evacuation/repatriation
insurance covers you in case of such an eventuality.
Note that Poseidon Expeditions requires this type of insurance coverage for all passengers aboard the Sea Spirit, as
per our Terms and Conditions: passengers must ensure that their purchased insurance includes cruise travel in the
polar regions, and has evacuation and repatriation coverage of no less than 200,000 USD per person (for Arctic and
Antarctica cruises).
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Safety
As an adult on this photography tour, we are going to do our best to trust that you will keep yourself
out of unnecessary harm's way. The reality is, that anywhere you go in the world, there is always a
chance of getting hurt, ill, or worse. However, when people take unnecessary risk and place
themselves and possibly others in danger, this becomes a problem not only for themselves but
also for the tour leaders and rest of the group.
This is a reminder that you have signed a liability risk agreement and you are going on this tour at
your own risk. However, this does not give you the freedom to place yourself in harm's way, create
an issue for others, place others at risk, or create a safety hazard for the tour
as a whole. We ask you to refrain from taking a risk that there is no need to take.
We have seen many instances of our clients and others in perilous areas taking a risk that frankly
are just stupid. This includes walking on cliffs, being out on rocks near a raging ocean, standing in
the road and many other situations.
If at any time we as tour leaders see you taking a risk or being involved in any activity we feel is
unsafe for yourself or for others on the tour, we will say something. However, it is YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY to be safe, use common sense, and not put yourself or others at risk.
It is easy while photographing to forget about your surroundings and own safety in order to
"get the shot". Remember, no photograph is worth injury or death.

Some things to avoid
• Standing too close to edges of cliffs or in places, you could easily fall or be swept
out to sea being seriously injured or dying.
• Standing in or too close to the road.
• Carrying too much gear while hiking and/or climbing.
• Hiking trails that are too difficult for your ability.
• Not being aware of your surroundings at all times.
• Not carrying water.
• Not knowing your own limits.
• Wearing shoes that are not meant for the task at hand.
• Using drugs/and or alcohol that alters the mind and your safety.
• Going out alone or without letting the tour leaders know where you are at.
• These are just some of the items we have seen and are asking you to avoid.
• As you are an adult, it is your responsibility to be safety conscious and minimize
risk.
• Please use common sense.
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Vaccinations
All MPA International Photography Tours require a full completed dosage of a Covid-19
vaccination. Some destinations require certain vaccinations such as Yellow Fever. Please
check with your Doctor or travel clinic as well as the country specif web sites about what
vaccinations are required. This can also vary depending on where you are originating
your flight from if outside of the US.

Medications
You should carry along an adequate supply of any prescribed medications you may
require while traveling. Prescription medicines should always be carried in your hand
luggage (not in checked b a g g a g e ) in their original, labeled containers only.

Motion Sickness
Be prepared with your own medications that work for you. Ask your doctor for advice.

CBD and Hemp Products
CBD and Hemp Products: Please note that YOU are responsible for carrying any products which
may be illegal in some states or countries. In many countries, the punishment even for CBD oils
is SEVERE! We suggest leaving them at home!

Fruit , Animal Products, Foods
These products may also be illegal to carry across state lines and from country to country. BE
SURE TO DECLARE ANY ITEMS YOU MAY HAVE. Keep in mind, it is very easy to forget that
banana that was handed to you on the plane! This can cause great difficulty for you while
traveling.
Especially abroad!

Physical Disabilities and Mobility Issues
Travelers with physical disabilities and those who require frequent or ongoing medical
attention should advise us of their health situation a t the time of booking.

Smoking
Smoking is permitted in designated areas only. We kindly ask you to be patient to this
feature and respectful of non smokers. Also, PLEASE bring a small disposable bag(s) to
place used cigarette butts in. Do NOT under any circumstances, throw away on the ground.

Basic Health and Safety
It is important for your own safety that you are in good health and have taken all
appropriate precautions. We cannot be responsible for your own health related issues.
PLEASE take all needed precautions.
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Air Travel
• To avoid jet-lag try to stay hydrated on the plane, and if possible avoid alcohol. Getting up, stretching
and muscle flexing exercises can help circulation. Some people find it helpful to bring sleeping pills
for the longest flight.
• “Pick me ups” can be helpful such as Vitamin B. Drink mixes like Zipfiz, Emergen-c, Airborn and NoJet-Lag tabs can be good to have handy as well. Some people experience constipation after long
flights so you may want to bring along something for that as well.

Batteries
• All lithium and camera batteries should ONLY be with you as carry-on. Do not pack in your regular
luggage.
• Keep camera batteries and any lithium batteries in carry on. DO NOT store in camera in flight as
electronics at altitude can result in “dead pixels” in your sensor.

Luggage
• One Suitcase or Duffle Bag- Please limit to one suitcase per person if we are traveling in vehicles as
a group.
• Camera Bag
• One Carry on and personal item
• It is a good idea to place your contact info in your luggage as well, just in case a luggage tag comes
off.
• Use TSA approved luggage locks.
• Use packing cubes

Change of Clothes
• An extra change of clothes in a carry on, is also advised in case luggage gets “misplaced” by airline for
a day.

Extra Collapsible Bag
• If you bring an extra ‘collapsible bag’ with you then you might have extra room to hand-carry
something home with you and/or bring souvenirs. It is not recommended to put any breakables
in your checked luggage if it can be avoided.

Weather
• Check the weather a couple weeks prior to travel and again every 3-4 days to see the trend. Weather
is always unpredictable so be prepared for ANYTHING!
• Have good rain gear (hooded lightweight jacket is best and a pair of water proof hiking style shoes).
Please have a warm jacket, gloves, beanie for colder temperatures that may be encountered.
• Please do not ask us each day what the weather will be like. Everyone has their own comfort and
temperature levels. We simply go outside and see and use the weather app.

Reusable Bottles
• In an effort to do our part reducing plastic, we ask clients to consider bringing reusable
water bottles. We will provide jugs of water to all guest when traveling in vehicles for
photography sessions.
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ATMS/Currency Exchange
• ATMs are in most locations in cities now throughout the world, though not all ATMs are accessible
24 hours. ATMs generally accept all major debit, credit, and cash-only cards. Cirrus (tel.
800/424-7787; www.mastercard.com) and PLUS (tel. 800/843-7587; www.visa.com) cards are
almost universally accepted in ATMs
• PLEASE check with your bank AHEAD of the trip to make sure your debit/credit card can be used at
an ATM and that you have a correct PIN number
• If you try to get monies out of an ATM, and it does not work , DO NOT ATTEMPT MORE THAN
THREE times or the machine will KEEP YOUR CARD! Stop trying and call your bank.

Debit vs Credit Cards
• We always have one Debit card to use for cash withdrawal from ATM's as sometimes, a CC
does not work at am ATM we have found.
• Use your Credit Card vs. an ATM card for all purchases for security reasons. A debit card is tied
to your bank account and a CC offers much more protection.
• Carry TWO different Credit Cards. In this way, if one is compromised or not working, you have a
back-up.
• You need to let your bank and credit card companies know where you will be traveling so they
don't think it is fraud. It is a good idea to bring your credit card company's phone number along
as well.
• Cash advance on a CC is possible at some banks. Be sure to know and have your secret
password and pass code you will need to do so.

Cash
The question of how much cash to bring is asked of us often. This is a difficult question
as everyone has different spending habits and preferences of how they spend.
• US dollars are almost universally accepted.
• Upon landing at an airport, you can exchange some local currency if you prefer. Each tour is
different based on the location. Look at the page in this pack for guidelines for trip specific
under TOUR specific travel tips and currency exchange needs.
• Our personal recommendation is to have $300-$500 USD . This may seem like more than you
will need, however, the saying cash is king can come into play and especially if your credit cards
are not working for some reason.
• Be sure to have plenty of smaller bills of 1's and 5's in order to give tips as needed for locals and
hotel staff etc.
• The MPA team each take cash but also take Paypal, Venmo and Zelle
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Travel Adapter
• We recommend carrying a simple All in One Adapter that works with various outlets around
the world.
• There is no need to bring a heavy and bulky power converter, they tend to not work well.
• Most electronics run between 110 and 220/240 volts
• Carry a small extension cord with USB outlets to plug into the adapter that will go into the
wall.
• Masking or Gaffers Tape to help keep outlet in wall sometimes.

Glasses
• If you need glasses too function, be sure to bring an extra pair of glasses.
• Remember your sunglasses.

Culture, Differences, and Respect
• Please respect the customs and traditions of the places you visit and be appreciative of any help you
are given.
• Treat everyone including those serving you with kindness , grace and without ordering them to do
what you need.
• BE FLEXIBLE, because you will NEED to be! It is exciting and fun to have things different from our
days at home.
• The reality of travel is that schedules and time frames WILL change. The more you can just go with
the flow, the better off you will be! If you are set on knowing everything two days in advance, you will
find that you will be frustrated with the tour and with us.
• For many reasons, we sometimes change itinerary. Please trust that we know what we are doing, we
are working on your behalf, and to have the best experience possible for everyone.

Wi-Fi and Cell Service
• Use of wi-fi in public comes with risk. Be cautious of public wi-fi when doing secure situations
such as banking, financial, or and sensitive and protected information.

• Check with your cell carrier about International plans. As an example, A&T offers plans for $10
a day in most areas of the world.
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Food
• We will accommodate those with food allergies, vegetarians, and various dietary needs as long as
we know in advance. We will do our best to do so, but please understand, sometimes in foreign
countries, communication is difficult.
• Please note that in many places in the world, beef is not what's for dinner!
• Traveling means trying new things and that includes food.
• Do not under any circumstances say "ewwwww, that's gross, I'm not eating that" when someone
brings out food. It is rude and disrespectful. Simply pass and try something else.
• Be sure the water is safe to drink in a foreign country even at a nice hotel. Simply ask if the water is
filtered.
• Ice usually is filtered but ask first.
• In many developing countries it is essential to ONLY drink bottled water.

Security
• Do not use your debit card for purchases.
• Keep your passport on you at all times or in a hotel safe.
• Keep an extra Credit Card available.
• Leave expensive valuables such as jewelry at home.
• Make sure to have copies of all important documents(Passport, Drivers license, Vax Card,Travel
Insurance Documents, Itinerary etc). A digital copy on your phone AND stored via digital so you ca
retrieve is also recommended.
• Make sure your family and friends have emergency contact information for you.
• Use TSA approved travel locks on your luggage.
• NEVER leave your camera gear on the ground behind you!
• Use the buddy system. Please be sure to let people know where you are going and go with a
friend!
• Make sure your phone is charged and carry a spare phone charger with you.
• Keep aware of where you are and all your surroundings.
• Be aware of pick-pockets and those looking to exploit tourist, esecially in larger cities.
• When leaving a hotel, take a business card with you so you can give that to a taxi drive to get you
back safely.
• Be observant of what is happening around you and use common sense. Trust your gut if
something doesn't feel right.
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Tips and Gratuities
Thank you for joining us on this very special tour. As part of this tour, we have a truly top-notch instructional
team. The team is here to serve you and will do anything they can to make your tour the most incredible
experience it can be. Please never hesitate to ask any questions or for any help!
Clients always ask about tipping guidelines and suggestions. With that in mind, we have placed this
guideline for you to use. This is totally at your discretion and a suggested amount. You are of course
welcome to do more if you desire and know that these guys truly appreciate it and will do all they can to help
you with anything on this tour!
David and Ally do not take tips. However, If you would ever like to "tip" them, you can donate to a charity on
their behalf or to help take care of one of their "kids" around the world that is needing support.
Suggested minimum amounts for MPA team members outside of David and Ally
• Domestic - Short Tour (3-4 days) $60-$70 per photographer to each instructor.
• Domestic Longer Tour -(5-7 days) $70 - $90 per photographer to each instructor.
• International Tour - We find the average person as a photographer, tends to give $90-$100 per
photographer to each instructor for the tour.
• Please note that pre-paid tipping does not work as we cannot carry that much cash on us in foreign
countires without declaring. By law each dollar that comes in must also be accounted for with the
tourism board. This is unfeasible.
Tipping is always done at the discretion of the guest.
More Info on why our tipping policies are the way they are and a few other thoughts! PLEASE
READ.
We receive a LOT of thoughts and feedback on tipping from clients. It seems that the amount of opinions
on it are as varied as the Arctic weather! Here is a well thought out question that came our way and a
response to those questions to help people understand our policies. We understand the thoughts on
tipping can be very sensitive and for us it is as well.
There is a lot that goes into why our policies are the way they are. If you are interested, this will help clarify
in a very honest approach to why we have the polices we have in place. Personally, we as a company,
also work to be generous in our own tipping to vendors and those we work with as well that are working so
hard to make sure everyone is taken care of. This goes beyond what we are "paying" them.
ConversationQ. I’ve been thinking about a couple of things and wanted to share them with you and get your thoughts/
perspective on them. When I look at the cost of the trips, the flight(s) and tipping, driver and instructors, it
gets expensive.
A. Yes, it does and I understand. Yet travel in small groups with professional instructors cost more for sure
as well. As an example, our Iceland tour would be VERY difficult to do on your own for less. Same with a
number of our tours actually for what you get. Hotels in Iceland run $700-$800 a night as an example
where we stay and dinner can run well over $75 for one dinner at a hotel.
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Tips and Gratuities Cont.
Q. Tipping: I think the tipping of the drivers should be part of the cost of the trip. Among other things, it
means having the right amount of money every day we travel. I’ve been on trips with National Geographic,
BackRoads, Road Scholars and Overseas Adventure Travel. Tipping was included in the cost. Overseas
used to, but enough participants complained so Overseas took care of it.
Regarding tipping the photography staff (minus you and Ally) can be sensitive, not for not wanting to show
appreciation. Sometimes it’s a matter of money, based on the number of people to tip. Neither National
Geographic or BackRoads recommended tipping. Overseas suggests that at the end of the trip,
participants might want to collectively purchase something nice, but it doesn’t have to be expensive, for the
staff, as a token of appreciation and remembrance of the trip. Of course, all gratuities are welcome and
usually split between the staff.
A. We have tried many varieties of all of this and no matter what we do, people complain or disagree. We
tried having tipping added in and people thought "well we want to tip what we "want"...mostly more, but
some people didn't. Tipping as you said is VERY VERY sensitive and VERY HARD for us to handle
sometimes. Keep in mind that larger companies such as Overseas ( I know personally who started that
company) would do this, but the reality was the tipping was not very generous. That is not good.
It's just not an easy situation no matter how you slice it and believe me, we have tried it all sorts of ways.
But I think the biggest thing in all this is to understand we are not a Nat Geo or Road Scholar type
company in many ways and nor do we want to be that big or operate on that scale.
We like our business to be very personal as you can tell. We are VERY involved with each and every client
on a different level than just business. For MPA, having people just choose on their own has worked the
best. If someone doesn't want to tip, that is also their prerogative. When all is said and done, our goal is to
work as hard as we can to give our clients the best photography tour and instruction there is. We love our
team and they always go out of their way for everyone. You will find that for sure.
We DO ask our clients to be generous especially with our guides or drivers as they work so very hard for
people and their living wages are not much. As far as our instructors, these guys are subcontractors and a
lot comes into play here as well. MOST Photography tour companies, if they employ an instructor, have to
adhere to the 8-hour rule, breaks, overtime laws, etc. Trust me as I have had to do this including overtime
when an instructor is simply flying on a plane! Our tour price would go up substantially if we had to keep
doing that and we had to pay per hour and all that goes with this.
We have amazing instructors, total pros that run their own businesses as well, are eager to please
everyone, will work and give you all they can many days well over 8 hours. With that, yes, we feel they
should be tipped. Honestly, it is the only way we can make it work. For MPA, we had to make decisions
and have tried MANY options. No matter what we do, some people feel one way and others another. But
hopefully this helps clarify!
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Group Dynamics - MUST READ
Traveling as a photography group should be awesome. There are many advantages to doing so. We
have found that 99% of the time everyone gets along great and lifelong friendships are formed. Tours
typically end with lots of hugs and tears because of the unity of the group that is formed.
We expect this tour to be fun, flexible and an awesome opportunity to learn photography and to travel
together. We always work VERY HARD to bring you the McKay motto which is Photography, Travel,
Friendship, and Adventure.
With that, there can be that 1% of the time where for whatever reason, someone has a hard time in a
group setting or overall just is a negative type person. We ask you to be kind and courteous to each
other. We recognize that you will gravitate towards certain personalities and that is great. If there is
someone that you do not seem to get along well with, please just do your best and avoid confrontation.
The best way to handle being in a group setting is to have fun, meet others, relax, be FLEXIBLE, and
just enjoy the journey. This is the place you CAN let go and not have to worry about getting from point
A to point B or what bus seat is best.
Getting worked up, frustrated and annoyed over silly situations will ruin the tour for yourself and can
have a negative impact on the group as a whole. We will NOT allow that to happen. Likewise, having a
positive, flexible, and fun attitude, will also rub off as a group! We really find that tours that have great
energy, fun dynamics, and flexibility, end up being the best for everyone involved!
At MPA we pride ourselves in giving you a great photography tour. We have led hundreds of clients
around the world and love what we do!
We cannot control everything and there WILL BE CHANGES that occur and items that come up that
will be totally unexpected and outside of our control or yours. That is part of touring.
This is a place for you to sit back, relax, and just enjoy your time with us and the experience you are
embarking on. Please let the MPA team help you and educate you with your photography. Simply put,
enjoy each other as we travel, photograph and journey together!
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Group Communication
A b o u t a we e k or so pr i o r to th e to u r an d du r i n g ou r to u r we wi l l ut i l i z e th e ap p
“ G r o u p M e ” to st a y in touch and provide you with updates throughout our time together. GroupMe
provides free group messaging - like a private chat room for a small group.
This is a great way for you to also communicate with your fellow photographers and tour members.
We recommend installing the app on your phone and signing up for the free service prior to
the start of the tour.
We will send out invitations to join the chat in the weeks leading up to the tour.
Please also note the Group Dynamics section further in to the tour packet. Saying hello via the
Groupme app ahead of time, is an excellent way to start getting to know and bonding with the group
ahead of the tour!
GroupMe works over cell networks, wifi and via SMS.
You can find more information here.

https://groupme.com/apps

Communication with MPA
Clients try to reach us in many ways. Please note that we cannot be available 24 hrs a day on all
forms of communication apps .
• Please start with emailing hello@mckaylive.com This email is seen by David, Ally and Kelly. This
allows an appropriate response as quickly as possible from the team.
• Please use the MPA Business line via text or call 916-458-2897 . Please note that most times,
email will get a faster response as we all see that.
• Please do not use David or Allys' personal cell phones or FB messenger or other forms of
communication unless it is a emergency.
• Please also note that while groupme allows for PM's. The team does not always see a private
message. Those easily get buried in the communication happening with all of the various tour
groups coming on and many times get missed.
• While on tour, if you need to communicate directly with a team member privately, please
send a message via Groupme in the tour group and ask the team member to reach out to
you directly. They will set up a time to meet with you or to communicate separately via
prffered methods of each person.

Emergency Contact for Arctic Tour
McKay Photography Academy (Anytime)
 MPA Travel Cell: +1 (916) 458-2897 Please call this line or email
hello@mckaylive.com first
Poseidon Expeditions - Our Polar Cruise Operators and Expedition Leaders.
 Poseidon Expeditions Call +1 347 801 2610 US - +44 20 3369 0020 UK - +47 90 11 37 54
Longyearbyen
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Learning and Fun
For many of you, this may be your first photography tour and not only are you unsure of what to do
and how this will go, you may be overwhelmed with what to bring! Do not worry, we are here to help!
Please understand there will be various levels of photo participants on this trip. If you are a serious
photographer, really adhere to what we are saying below. If you are the one traveling with the serious
photographer, we will still be instructing you as much or as little as you want as long as you paid the
photographer rate.
If you are a beginning photographer we will help you every step of the way! We are here to help
EVERYONE. If all this seems a little daunting for you, no worries, we will help you get what you want/
need for this trip. There is no need for you to feel intimidated or out of place if this is your first trip with
McKay Photography Academy.

Base Equipment List
• Camera(s)* (Having a backup body is recommended - at the minimum a point and shoot could
be used as a backup)
• Camera Lenses (See Lenses page)
• Camera Bag (We love ThinkTank and Mindshift Gear-(See upcoming pages)
• Lightweight Bag for day excursions
• Plenty of Memory Cards (Multiple 64GB, 128GB cards)
• Batteries & Charger Minimum 2 batteries- Cold Weather tours 3
• Sturdy Tripod AND an extra plate.
• Cable Release - You can also use the built in self-timer for long exposures.
• Laptop - Optional but recommended
• External hard drive - For images storage & backup
• Rain Sleeve - Covers your camera and allows for shooting in rain/heavy snow
• Small Flashlight
• Lens cloth or lens wipes
• Knee pads for kneeling on rocks and comfort

Back-up Camera Body
We always recommend a backup camera body or even a simple basic backup camera. Even a point
and shoot is better than nothing. Due to the busy schedule and locations we will be in, we are likely
unable to get to camera stores etc.
If your camera goes down, it obviously creates a real issue for you. For very little extra money, you
should consider renting a backup camera body, or at the very least, bringing a small point and shoot
back up for this trip!
The last thing you want to do is get all the way to our destination and NOT get great images! See
LensProToGo gear rental below! Unfortunately WE ARE NOT ABLE TO LOAN OUT GEAR IF
YOURS GOES DOWN!
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Lenses
It is important to understand first and foremost, there is no one lens that is perfect. We are asked
all the time what lens should I use. Our answer is always the same. What do you see? How do you want
to see it? What do you want to capture in the scene? The answer to those questions will dictate lens
choice.
Beyond all of the regular gear, you may be considering bringing; your lenses are a huge part of the gear
list. Again, please do not hesitate to each out with any questions about your gear, what you may be
considering purchasing or renting, and in general just any help you need with choosing lenses.
The main lenses to consider bringing are a wide angle, a medium range, and a longer telephoto.
Remember that EVERYONE sees differently and there is no wrong choice for a lens. How you want to
capture and interpret a scene becomes the way you choose what lens to use. This can be as unique and
personal as each person on a tour.
Lenses can and will range from a few hundred dollars to thousands of dollars each depending on the
quality and expectations of performance, focal length, and aperture available. A you develop as a
photographer, you will learn what best suits your needs and budget.
When preparing for a tour, weight can be a deciding factor. How much gear do you really want to lug
around? Personally, I do not carry everything with me when hiking or walking around cities. However, I
do usually bring most of my lenses on a tour with me and if we are not walking a lot and have access to
our bus or vehicles easy enough (most tours this is the case) , then I keep them in the vehicle with easy
access to get to. It never hurts to bring the gear, except when weight is a major factor.
Each tour is specific as well. If we are doing a ton of wildlife, you will need your longest telephoto lens
whereas for night time star photography, a wide-angle lens is needed.
All in one lens option: If you are looking for a great versatile "all in one" style lens that will not break
the bank and give you the ability to pretty much capture everything except the widest angle images, in
one lens that covers fairly wide to long telephoto, the new Tamron 18mm-400mm is a fantastic choice
for Canon and Nikon users.
This is not the best most expensive lens choice available, but for the price and versatility, it is a great
amateur lens that people love and we have found to be excellent for the value. This lens is only available
for the crop sensor cameras such as the Canon Rebel Series, 60d 70d 80d etc and Nikon 3, 5 or 7000
series. At this time, it is not available for Sony.

Please see the tour specific lens and gear recommendations for this tour.
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Filters and Lens Hoods
Don't waste money on UV filters.
In general I am not a fan of UV filters, they offer little protection from a fall, they reduce the quality of
your lens. People will spend thousands of dollars to have very sharp glass, only to place a $35 filter
over it.
Use a lens hood! I prefer lens hoods as they do offer some protection from falls and nicely protect the
end of the lens from coming into contact with random objects without degrading image quality.
I do prefer camera brand lens hoods, I have tried a few of the third party and they often fit just a bit
awkwardly making the putting on and taking off just a bit slower. Some of the very cheap 3rd party lens
hoods actually use the filter threads to attach, this is bad as it blocks you from adding a filter and is very
cumbersome to put on take off.
A lens hood/shade will do
far more to protect you glass
than a UV filter. Keep it on
at all times!

Circular Polarizer filters are useful.
The one filter I do recommend landscape photographers own (or anyone taking scenic view photos) is
a circular polarizer (CP Filter).
Some benefits of a CP filter include:
• CP filters reduce reflections and glare
• Reduces Haze and blue cast in
landscapes
• Adds saturation to your sky and
greenery
More about CP filters. There are other specialized filters worth owning for some situations but a CP is
one that many don’t know they need and gives you a look that is not reproducible with post processing.
The brands I list I find to be safe choices at each of those price points, there are certainly other brands/
choices at each price point.
• Budget (Tiffen)
• Middle (Hoya)
• High-end (B+W)
With all filters, be sure to get the right size screw on for your lens. Ex 77mm. 72mm etc
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Specialty Filter
ND Filters: ND (Neutral Density) filters are used to take away light in the middle of the day to create
longer exposures. As an example, if you want a waterfall to have that silky smooth look, but it is the
middle of the day, it will be difficult to take a long exposure as too much light is coming in over exposing
the image.
By placing a ND filter on, you reduce light and therefore can do the longer exposure. You can do this for
other images as well such as clouds moving and smoothing out a lake.
We recommend AVOIDING a Variable ND filter. No matter what the store says to get! The reason is that
at higher aperture settings, you can see where the variance changes in your image. It tends to look like
a weird X through the image.
ND Filters come in all types of numbers that represent how much light is taken away. from very little (1
stop) to totally dark (10 stop). This is why sales people like to recommend the variable all in one. The
darker the filter, the more light you can take away thus creating even longer exposures.
However, rather than that, using just one or two will usually get the results you like. If you have to
choose one for now, start with a 6 Stop ND filter. This will take away 6 stops of light and get you results
for most situations you may want.

Filter Systems
For those that are ready to take their images with filters to the next level and have worked with filters in
the past, filter systems such as the Nisi, Breakthrough and Lee are all excellent and high-end systems
for the serious photographer. They are expensive but the best.
A filter system simply mounts to the front of your lens, and then you can slide various filters into place
for various needs and reasons.
There is also new systems such as the Kase Magnetic Filter system where the filters are magnetic and
quickly and easily mount to the front of the lens. So far, we have found these to be awsome and easy.

Please see the tour specific lens and gear recommendations for this tour.
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Tripod
A tripod is a necessity for night time photography and long exposure images. Having a versatile
lightweight BUT strong tripod is the key. EVERY tour, we deal with people having a very flimsy tripod.
You really need a sturdy tripod.
By no means do you have to spend big bucks to get one, but a $39 video tripod from Best Buy or the
loaner from your Uncle will not cut it. There is no sense taking long exposure images at night or late
evening, if your camera is not still. If you need a tripod or are considering one, feel free to email us with
questions regarding it.
The MeFOTO Road Trip Tripod Kit (Titanium) is an excellent VERY REASONABLE priced tripod at
about $139. It is lightweight and yet sturdy for most applications.
The Oben AT-3565 Aluminum Travel Tripod and BZ-217T Triple-Action Ball Head is also a good starter
tripod at around $114.

Rain Sleeve
Buy an inexpensive plastic one, which should cost less than $10. You can also cut a hole in a shower
cap from your hotel room for free! This is a great option in a pinch if the weather is going bad.
Our friends at ThinkTank Photo have released a new new concept in weather protection, the
Emergency Rain Cover. It can be quickly and easily deployed when outdoor conditions change. They
will be a welcome small and lightweight addition to the kits of any photographer shooting out of doors.
Click here to check it out.

Head Lamp
Bringing a head lamp so that you can work at night/early mornings with your hands free is also
invaluable. Be sure to have one that has the red lamp on it as well as this helps keep bring light
down to a minimum while we are shooting.
Make sure you can operate the red light function easily as you will use this to not distract other
photographers as much.
Toby's Link for Headlamp
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Memory Cards
You will shoot WAY more images than you would ever expect on this trip. Because we are
photographing almost the entire time and you will want to shoot A LOT to get the best images, have
EXTRA CARDS! We will also be teaching you to shoot RAW mode, which is the highest quality but
also uses the most memory. From experience, every trip, people do not bring enough memory cards
and have to try and find a store.
We cannot stress enough the importance of having enough memory cards as there are no stores
always available out on the tour! We recommend 128gb and 256gb cards.
Do not try to shoot everything on a single big memory card UNLESS YOU BACK UP daily to at least
two locations. If that card goes bad, your camera gets stolen ,and all your images are in one place,
that would be painful lesson to learn! Even if you choose to do this, ALWAYS HAVE A BACK UP
CARD ALONG!
Preparing and Formatting Memory Cards for Use
To clean cards, it is best to format your cards in camera vs hitting delete. This entirely cleans the card
and leaves no hidden memory. Make sure all cards , including new ones, are formatted and READY
BEFORE arriving!
Batteries and Charger
Make sure your batteries are all FULLY CHARGED before we go out to shoot! We recommend
having at least 3 batteries with you.
Remember, travel with your batteries in your camera bag and NOT in your camera body. They cannot
be checked in luggage and do not keep them in the camera.
Due to FAA Regulations all lithium ion and lithium metal batteries must be carried in carry-on baggage
only. When a carry-on bag is checked at the gate or at plane-side, all spare lithium batteries must be
removed from the bag and kept with the passenger in the aircraft cabin. For this reason, we suggest
having your batteries easily accessible to grab in a separated small container within your camera bag.
Downloading & Backup tips
Download your cards each day to your laptop AND to an external drive OR download cards to a
computer and save exposed memory cards as is. The key is to have your images in 2 places and
packed separately from each other.
Be sure ALL images have transferred to TWO locations before formating a card for reuse!
Your equipment can be replaced, however your memories and images cannot. You will want to back
up EVERYTHING each day! Store your external drive in your suitcase and used memory cards in a
your carry-on.
Online backup can seem like a good option but can take too long to upload raw images in the field and
where no Internet is available.
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Greenland Tour Camera Gear Specifics in addition to regular gear
• Camera
• Back-Up Camera ( A must have)
• All Lenses will work well for various reasons.
• A Wide-Angle with a f-stop of 2.8 or faster is a must for aurora photography.
• A long telephoto up too 400mm minimum for wildlife is a must.
• Plenty of memory cards and/or back up options to re-use cards if need.
• Circular Polarizer filter may be helpful
• Dry Bag for in Zodiac to keep camera in if waves.
• Three Camera Batteries
• Battery Charger
• A GOOD Tripod is a necessity due to aurora photography, even on the ship.
• Comfortable Camera strap that can be used over your parka
Lens Choice
The most important lenses for this tour, will be a wide angle with an f stop of 2.8 or smaller for Aurora
and landscape, a medium range for landscape, and a long telephoto for wildlife. This will allow you
to get "closer" to wildlife. On a tour such as this, expect that a variety of lenses will come in use.
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Cold Condition Clothing Basics
You don’t have to be cold just because you’re in extreme winter conditions. With the right clothing and
actions, you can stay warm and cozy for the entirety of your time with us. The truth is, most peopel end
up to warm and over dressed.
Under Layer
This layer is the most important! We wear polypro under layers (breathable, soft fabric that isn’t cheap
but it’s so worth it).
Even if you don’t have fancy polypro, any type of long johns is better than nothing. They should fit you
snugly without a lot of baggy area so that you can wear them under a variety of clothing.
Avoid cotton, as it retains moisture and makes you cold. Also, nylons are NOT the same as long johns or
poly pro base layers, and will make you cold!
Middle Layer
For longer, outdoor activities like photography and snowmobiling, we wear a more flexible, non-cotton
type of pants – like you would buy in an outdoors store for hiking. Even the zip off into shorts kind is
acceptable (though we won’t be using them as shorts in this season). On the top, another long -sleeved,
non cotton shirt layer is good – one slightly heavier than your underlayer.
Many people find that a good pair of long johns plus their outer water proof shell is enough.
“Next” Layer
Another layer on the top is preferable – like a sweater or light fleece. Fleece is king!
Outer Layer
A Parka will be provided for you to keep! You do not need to bring a large winter coat.
IMPORTANT - You WILL NEED out water proof pants. A Water proof SHELL is best that can be worn
outside of boots. Ski pants and heavy ski wear is not recommended. We recommend bringing 2 pairs
that can be worn on expeditions on the Zodiac. If you do not have a water proof shell pant, you will NOT
be allowed on the Zodiacs! Simple light weight shells are best!
Footwear
Multiple layers of non-cotton socks are the way to go. One layer, if it’s the right kind, is ok but more
layers of thinner socks are better. We start with a thin, cold-weather sock and then a slightly thicker sock
over the top. We like the kind that go up to our knees because there’s less chance of snow sneaking in
between your boots and snow pants and actually touching your skin.
Note: On this tour Rubber Boots for shore landings are PROVIDED. You do not need to bring large
boots.
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Gloves
Warm Gloves! Wear a glove liner such as Omicron Liners by Columbia. This is so when you take your
hand out of the glove to adjust your camera, your fingers are not exposed and yet this is still functional to
work the controls.
Body heat is most likely to be lost from hands and feet. Keep them warm and dry. Modern “arctic design”
clothing is best – Polar fleece is a good example. Also, wool and silk are superior to cotton because they
trap warm air. When damp or wet, polyester is a better insulator than goose or duck down.
Fleece Cap
If the rest of your body is covered, as much as 30% of the heat you lose will come from your head; be
sure to wear a cap. Avoid overdressing and reduce perspiration.
Scarf and/or Balaclava can help you to protect your face and neck.
How To Pack For A Polar Climate
Our recommendation is to bring “arctic quality” clothes that will fit into a layered clothing scheme. For
example, packing “arctic quality”, light-weight long-sleeve t-shirts, turtlenecks, and a water-proof shell is
better than packing five big, cotton sweaters and two huge “winter-down” coats.
Three to five pairs of active wear pants, and then a pair of waterproof pants such as ski or snowboard
pants, which is designed to respond to temperatures variations, is much better than seven pairs of jeans.
Keep in mind that you may experience anything from t-shirt weather to arctic, sub-zero snow-squalls (if
you are lucky), so, each day’s temperature might change quickly without any time for you to change your
clothes – layers are essential.
Please read the following article designed to give you an understanding of how to dress. The tips and
Packing List, below, will act as a guide in the packing process.
Why being layered is so important?
Temperatures may be warmer in the day than you expect, which will cause you to sweat. Your sweat will
make for a cold feeling and once you get wet, your body will lose its natural temperature at a higher rate
than before.
If you are dressed appropriately, you can remove a light-weight layer and carry it with you. Second, your
body works hard due the climate. The cold weather, snow, and natural adjustment of your body require
a significant output of physical energy other than just walking. You will want to be able to take off and
put on layers as needed. It can’t be stated enough here; layers are the key to comfort in a Polar climate.
Being waterproof is also essential.
Although summer temperatures are generally mild, you should expect wind, clouds, and precipitation.
It is also possible that water will spray up on passengers during Zodiac cruising. We can say with
certainty that if your clothes are not waterproof on the outer layer, you will get cold. In this regard, we
recommend being mindful of having waterproof shoes as well. Trust us, having a water-proofed outer
layer can make or break your travel experience.
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Ship Attire
Dress on the ship is informal. Clothing on board is usually jeans and casual pants.
along with long sleeve shirts or t-shirts, fleece and a parka in hand during the day. Cruise
wear should be lightweight and easy to care for.
For footwear, sturdy walking shoes or sneakers with a good grip sole for the slippery deck are all
you need. Easy slip on and slip off shoes are great.
A lightweight jacket is nice for casual days around the deck when the weather is nice.
Be sure to bring a swim suit as there is a hot tub on board and a possible Polar Plunge!
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Money
Currency on board is US dollars. All shipboard charges will be charged to an account, so you do
not need to pay cash as you go. At the end of the voyage, you may pay your tab in cash, or with a
credit card; we accept Visa and MasterCard. We don’t accept traveller’s cheques.
Tipping for excellent service is a time-honored tradition in the cruise industry. Amounts are entirely at
the discretion of each guest. Gratuities are pooled and shared between the hotel and catering staff
and the expedition team. Towards the end of the voyage you will be provided with information about
the tipping procedure.
Be sure to carry a small amount of cash, local, USD or EURO, to cover airport taxes, taxis, and other
incidentals which may not be payable by credit card.
Electricity
Ship voltage is 110v with US-style two-flat-pin sockets. There are outlets in each cabin
and bathroom. However, while in Norway, you may find which has two round prongs.
Communications
While we are pleased to provide internet service aboard the Sea Spirit. Please understand
that even under the best conditions, the functionality and reliability of an internet connection in the
high latitudes can be challenging. The ship’s positioning relative to mountains and fjords,
atmospheric conditions, and the high latitude itself can often prevent a usable signal between the
ship and the outside world.
Laundry
Laundry service is available on board, but the ship does not have dry cleaning facilities.
Laundry is collected each morning by your cabin attendants and returned within 48 hours. A price list
for laundry services will be available in your cabin.
Bathrobes and slippers
A bathrobe and slippers are placed in your cabin. A bathrobe is for on-board use. All bathrobes will
be collected for laundering the day before disembarkation.
Hairdryer
A hairdryer is available in your cabin.
Weather
The weather in the Arctic is quite changeable, and you may encounter different conditions not only in
a single day, but even on a single landing. Also, strong winds can make it feel considerably colder
than it really is, so you must be dressed for windy and wet conditions at all times. The only thing we
can guarantee about the weather is that it will be unpredictable.
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Smoking
Smoking is permitted in designated outside areas only. Due to the oldest marine practice
and traditions the Bridge team only may smoke on the Navigational Bridge. We kindly ask you to be
patient to this feature.
Landings
The expedition leader and captain will start with an intended itinerary and scheduled
landings for your trip. They will adhere to this schedule as much as possible; however, weather and
ice conditions may necessitate making changes to the schedule. For this reason and in the interest of
everyone’s safety, the captain and expedition leader must reserve the right to change the itinerary or
cancel planned activities at any time. When making changes to the itinerary or landing schedule, the
expedition leader will find the best alternative route and landings. All decisions are made openly and
shared fully with the passengers.
Arctic Cruise - Landings & Wildlife
Please ensure that your impact on the environment is negligible while viewing wildlife during your
expedition. You must always follow our basic principle: do not disturb wildlife, historical remains or the
landscape.
GENERALLY, THE BASIC PRINCIPLES ARE:
• Leave no lasting signs of your visit & do not take anything with you
• Do not disturb the animals or birds
• Be safe and follow the direction of your Expedition Team
Health and Safety
Although there will be a licensed English-speaking physician on board, the
vessel’s medical facility is a basic infirmary and full medical facilities may be days away. It is important
for your own safety that you are in good health and have taken all appropriate precautions. The
medical form you were asked to complete helps to determine whether or not your health level is
appropriate.
If you have mobility issues or walk with assistance devices, carefully consider the activities you can
participate in during the voyage. Getting in and out of Zodiacs and walking on sometimes rocky and
icy terrain can be challenging. Our expedition team members can help you into the Zodiac and on to
shore, but cannot escort you once on shore as they have other duties. The expedition leader and
captain reserve the right to limit the landing participation of people with limited mobility.
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Interested in starting your photographic education before the tour and are not yet a member of
Photo Enthusiast Network? We encourage you to join today!
This a great place for you to grow, learn and belong in a wonderful photographic community run
by the MPA team! Not only that, as an annual member you receive a tour discount voucher that
more than pays for the membership! Join today!
Photo Enthusiast Network is the online educational and fun photography community run by
David and Ally McKay, and Toby Gelston! FILLED with educational tutorials, videos, and weekly
education as well as an amazing community of Photo Enthusiast to help share in your passion
for photography!
We are SO PROUD of the community of over 500 members we have built and this is such a
great resource. PLUS, as a member, after you first year you get a $150 discount once a year for
any MPA tour of your choosing!
Sign up today and get your first year for ONLY $24 using this special link! !

Photo Enthusiast Network
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Then number one Best Sellers by David McKay are
available as a digital download, and in hard copy.
These are a GREAT way to learn ahead of your tour and
also to have available on your smart phone while out
photographing.
All 3 titles have gone on to become number one
International Best Selling books and are available at an
awesome price on Amazon.
If you are a Photo Enthusiast Network member, you can
download for FREE on the PEN web site!

Order your copies today!

VISIT MPA TOUR PREPARATION RESOURCE PAGE!
The more you are prepared with your gear, the better your experience will be.
We have many videos and written tutorials to help you prepare and understand
getting around your camera and tripods. Please visit the MPA preparation tour page at
the link above prior to the tour.
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Toby Gelston Photorec.tv and MPA Lead Instructor
We have a very special relationship and partnership with Tobias Gelston of PhotoRec.tv. Toby runs
a VERY COOL YouTube channel focusing on camera gear and equipment. He has over 300k
subscribers! Toby is also one of our main instructors.
Toby's goal is simple: He wants to help you be a better photographer by helping you ﬁnd the gear
you need and the know-how to use it. If you have any questions about gear, you can email Toby
directly via Toby@photorec.tv and he will help you get what you need. He knows TONS of gear
info.
Toby is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an afﬁliate advertising
program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to
amazon.com.
Toby also participates with B&H Photo Video. If you use Toby for advice, and even if you don't
please purchase through his links to either Amazon or B&H. You will get the best prices and help
him out as well! This costs no more for you and helps support our friend Toby, which in turn, helps
us give you even better photographic education!

Here are the links:
B&H Photo CLICK HERE
Amazon CLICK HERE
Toby's YouTube Channel

Email Toby - Toby@photorec.tv
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LensProToGo
We have partnered with LensProToGo for camera and lens rentals! Can’t afford to buy or want to
try it out ﬁrst? Then RENT IT! Visit LensProToGo.com today! You can rent TOP OF THE LINE
cameras and lenses and tripods for very little money.
Let them know you will be on this tour with us! You can use the code below from Photo
Enthusiast Network for 15% off any order. Sometimes, they have a special going as well, so
always call, let them know you are going on our tour, and see what they have available. They are
always very helpful!

Use code PEN15 for 15% off any order!
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ThinkTank and MindShift
We LOVE working with ThinkTank & MindShift Gear and sharing their gear with our clients. When
ordering cases and packs through our links you receive a free gift when you purchase at least $50
of gear, free ground shipping, and the best customer service in the industry!

Click here to order directly from ThinkTank.
Ally and David currently use the ThinkTank Airport Roller Derby bag to ﬁt all their gear in while GETTING
to the location. Their Roller Derby's have traveled to all 7 continents more than once and continue to stand
up to the hardest of travel conditions.
Once there, the McKay's prefer to travel lighter. do NOT want to carry everything all the time. We’ve
recently been introduced to the new MindShift Gear PhotoCross backpacks. These are great , but some
times people prefer a back pack based on what they are carrying and how it fits their body shape.
The MindShift 26L Back Pack is awesome for those that want to carry more while on the go. The18L is a
smaller version.
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Spider Holster
We love the SpiderPro Single Camera System! The SpiderPro Camera Holster is Spider Holster’s
breakthrough product, offering unique, unparalleled comfort and safety. Mounting your camera to your
belt is a great way to relieve the weight and stress a camera with a heavy lens can add to your neck and
back with a traditional camera strap. We’ve used the Spider system all over the world and LOVE this
product.

Click here to order directly from Spider Holster

The leather hand strap is very comfortable and feels safe around your hand.
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General Cold Weather Packing Check List
Clothing

Winter Necessities

Toiletries

__Underwear, Bras/Sports Bras

__Gloves

__Toothbrush,Paste, Floss

__Glove Liners

__Mouthwash

__Outer Shell or Ski Pants

__Deodorant/Soap

__Snow Boots

__Shaving Kit

__Hand /Feet Warmers

__Brush/Comb

__Beanie/Hat (Covers Ears)

__Skin Care, Lotions, Creams

__Scarf/Balaclava

__Shampoo/Conditioner

__Thermal Base Layers
__Middle Layers
__Outer Layers
__Warm Socks
__Sleepwear
__Glasses - (spare set)
__Contacts

__Make-up/ Remover

__Sunglasses
__Water-Proof Windbreaker
__Bathing suit for pools, hot tubs

Health

Documents/Essentials

__Prescriptions

__Personal ID

__Vitamins

__Passport (Min 6 mo before expiration)

__Pain Reliever/Fever Reducer __Cold Medications

__Visa (If required)

__Throat Lozenges

__Emergency Contact Info (leave for someone)

__Motion Sick Medicine

__Heath/Travel Insurance

__Antbiotics (as advised by Doctor)

__Tickets, Itineraries, Confirmation Numbers

__Pepto-Bismol, Anti-diarrhea

__Copies of Documents

__Ciprofloxacin/Doctors advice

__1 Debit Card/ 2 Credit Cards and PINs

__Antihistamine (Allergies)

__Bank Notified

__Alcohol Wipes

__MPA Tour Packet - Download

__Band-Aids, Tweezers

__TSA Travel Locks

__Seat Cushion (Bad back)

__Copy of Contact Info IN YOUR LUGGAGE

__Lip Balm
__Eye Drops
__Sunscreen
__Hand Sanitizer
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Packing List Continued
Electronics

__Short Exension cord with USB

Optional Items

__Favorite Coffee Thermos

__Electrical Adaptor (Intl. Trips)

__Water Bottle

__Cell Phone and Charger

__Artificial Sweeteners (Sweet N Low, Splenda)

__Head Lamp

__Reading Material

__Camera Gear and Batteries (See suggested gear)

__Ear Plugs (in case roommate snores)

NON Optional Items
__Adventurous Spirit
__Great Attitude
__Sense of Humor
__Flexibility ( The McKay "F" Word!

TOUR SPECIFICS
• Rubber Boots for Landings are provided on this tour by Poseidon Expeditions
• Heavy Duty Parka is provided for you to keep on this tour. No need to bring a heavy jacket
• Please see the Arctic Packing Gear suggestion and ship attire pages.
• Be sure to bring TWO Water Proof outer shells. These are MUCH better than Ski Pants. Brands such
as HH, REI, Columbia, Patagonia etc. all make lightweight outer water proof shells. Try them on before
packing!

Lost Luggage
Unfortunately, sometimes luggage can be lost when flying. We recommend that you place your contact
information INSIDE your luggage as well as the outside.
We also recommend placing Apple Air Tags in each piece of luggage. These allow you to track where it
is, so that if an airline cannot find it, you can show them where it is.
Be sure to have a complete change of clothes in your carry on so that if your luggage was to get lost, at
least you have another pair of basic neccisities.
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